Art 318: Electronics and Sculpture 

Meeting times: MW 12:30-3 
Instructor: Nathaniel Stern  
Email: sternn@uwm.edu  
Office Location: KSE 535 
 Office Hours: W 3-4, and by appointment 
Credit Hours: 3 credits 
F2F Meetings: ~5 hours per week (~70 hours total) 
Independent work outside of class: ~6 hours per week (~90 hours total) 
Information for students: Please familiarize yourself with the following university policies: http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/SecU/SyllabusLinks.pdf 

Catalog Description 
3 credits U
Art production using interactive systems such as sensors, microcontrollers, motors, lights. Prerequisites: Admission to Art and Design, Digital Arts & Culture or Interdisciplinary Arts & Technology program, or consent of instructor. 

Course Description and Goals 
This production class will focus on technologies and aesthetics that incorporate electronics, sensors, motors, and other devices into contemporary art. You will learn basic electronics, circuitry, design, mechanics, and computational methods. You will produce art objects, installations, and/or performances that use microcontrollers along with sensors and actuators, while learning about contemporary projects in the field. Topics covered will include simple programming, kinetics, analog and digital input and output, and communication between computers and microcontrollers, and other devices. Assignments will include many small projects with varying technical goals, as well as a midterm and final project that will be focused on conceptual and aesthetic themes. 

Our time in class will include demonstrations, in-class work/technical activities, work days, and critiques. You will produce part of your projects during class, but much of the work (for example: sketching, wiring and coding, research, development, testing, and debugging) will be done outside of class time. 

There will be occasional readings and/or screenings in class, as well as on D2L, and provided via links to relevant web sites. You will be notified when these readings and/or screenings are assigned, as well as when we will discuss them in class. There may be visiting artists in class, and / or outings to view contemporary installations, examples of concepts discussed in class or see artist talks. In these instances, the class may be moved to a different room and/or end early to attend such outside events. 

Student Learning Objectives/Outcomes 
Students will learn to: 
	write fundamental programming and develop real-time software  
	produce basic electronics and design simple circuit s
	wire, code, and work with both analog and digital inputs  
	wire, code, and work with both analog and digital outputs  

do research on sensors and other actuators and components  
	convert circular motion into other animatronic motion
	prepare artworks for installation 
	think through human interface strategies, for working with interactive installations 	
	discuss aesthetic criteria for interactive art objects and installation  
	use critical languages for discussing interactive, kinetic, and generative art more generally  


Required Books/Readings  
	*Programming Arduino: Getting Started with Sketches, Second Edition (Tab) by Simon Monk

http://amzn.to/2wKqzBZ

	*Make: Electronics: Learning Through Discovery by Charles Platt

http://amzn.to/2viXugK

Required Materials/Supplies  
	Elegoo UNO Project Super Starter Kit with Tutorial for Arduino
                http://amzn.to/2wKmwFV 
	Elegoo AC 100V-240V Converter Adapter DC 9V 1A Power Supply 

	http://amzn.to/2wB9VV6 
OR usb adapter (kit comes with cable; you may already have one of these)
http://amzn.to/2wBcsyJ 
	sketchbook or notebook  

construction supplies as needed  
other materials as needed for each student’s specific project ideas. These may include   sensors, motors, lights, shields, chips, components, etc. 

Recommended Books and Supplies

	Practical Electronics for Inventors, Fourth Edition by Paul Scherz

	http://amzn.to/2vj4TNc 
	Arduino Workshop: A Hands-On Introduction with 65 Projects by John Boxall

	http://amzn.to/2wAKUJz 
	The Art of Electronics 3rd Edition by Paul Horowitz

	http://amzn.to/2wKygYW 
	Elegoo Upgraded 37 in 1 Sensor Modules Kit with Tutorial 

	http://amzn.to/2vBou6m 

Provided equipment:  
Some tools, components, and supplies are provided for your use in this class, including resistors, LEDs potentiometers, soldering irons, solder, glue and glue-guns, etc. Quantities are limited, so some are merely for testing before purchasing your own. You may need to share components or make decisions about your projects based on what is available.  

Please note:  
Many electronic components are small and need to be tracked closely so that nothing is  lost.  Be gentle with the equipment; make sure that it is on a secure surface or embedded into  works in a secure way. Consider the environment; moisture and dirt are especially bad for most components. For performance or wearables, make sure that your wiring has room to accommodate your movements.  

Put everything away when you’re done with it. Don’t take out more than necessary. Let the instructor know if you are experiencing any technical problems with the equipment.  
Equipment that leaves the classroom must be signed out. This will be done on a limited basis, depending on the needs of the student and the class. Talk to the professor if you have a need to work with class equipment outside the classroom. 

 Policies on Participation & Absences  
Attendance: Due to the nature of studio classes and the emphasis on group discussions, critique, in-class demonstrations, and presentations, attendance is mandatory. You will be allowed two unexcused absences; each additional absence after that will lower your grade by a full letter. Unless negotiated with me in advance, doctor’s notes or letters regarding emergencies are required for excused absences. Excessive absences due to illness require you to contact the chair’s office regarding your situation. 

Tardiness: Students must have the necessary materials and be ready to work when class begins. 3 lates = 1 unexcused absence (see above). If you are late, you are responsible for alerting/reminding me after class, so that I can update my attendance sheet; otherwise you may be marked as absent and it will affect your grade further. 
 
Participation: Participation is more than listening, and active involvement is expected. This means that effort should be put forth to engage in the class discussions, offering your thoughts  and opinions when appropriate, and sharing the knowledge you have with others. The classroom is a place where everyone can teach as well as learn. 

Preparedness and Expectations: Important information for class will be disseminated via email and updates on D2L. It is highly recommended that you check email at least once per day, and use the new content alerts available for D2L, or check D2L on a regular basis. 

Deadlines and Critiques: When a project is assigned, the due date will be announced. The project will be due at the beginning of class on the due date, and we will start our critique when class starts. Projects not available for critique will be considered late and downgraded one full letter grade for each class day it is late. An “F” is given after two weeks. Unexcused absences on due dates still require you to turn in your assignment that day, via email, a classmate, or the D2L course site. 

Project Assignments: Each project will be presented in class and will receive a written evaluation and a letter grade. Projects are judged based on your description, with a concentration on interactive or generative technique, conceptual framework and aesthetic interest. You will receive comments during the critique as well as afterwards. You are encouraged to take notes during the critique so you maintain a written record of the comments. Late assignments get a full mark-down of a letter grade for every class they are late, and absences do not excuse lateness. Extensions can be granted, but only if negotiated with me in advance of the due date. 

Missing Projects: All projects must be turned in. Not fulfilling this requirement will result in failing the class. 

Re-submitting Projects: Students who have submitted passing projects on time may choose to re-work them (based on feedback from me and the class) and re-submit them the second to last week of classes. The project will be re-graded and the new grade will be averaged with the original grade. Any other re-evaluation of a project should be scheduled with me. 

Cancelation of Class: Classes are sometimes canceled due to weather conditions or emergencies. This information will be on the university web site, and/or in your email inbox. I will be in touch over email regarding changes to the syllabus, including due dates for assignments, should this occur. 

Class Projects
“Switching” 
A simple digital input/output project that utilizes creative interfaces or sculptural elements to turn something on and off. Your project will be evaluated based on technical accomplishment and creativity in execution. This may use an Arduino, or simply be a switch.

“Analogies” 
A sensor project that also creatively turns at least 2-3 things on or off (digital out) or actively modulates one or more actuators (analog out) based on at least one analog input. Your project will be evaluated based on technical accomplishment and creativity in execution. 

Midterm Project 
A kinetic and/or interactive artwork that incorporates input and output of some form, and utilizes at least one of the following: serial communication, relays, transistors, integrated circuits, or mechatronics. It must be a crafted (may use found parts) object or installation that shifts perceptions or relationships on some level. Your project will be evaluated based on your (brief) artist statement (300 words or less), on technical abilities, conceptual frames, creativity, and both interactive and visual aesthetics. You will be required to document your work on a public web site. Documentation should be in the form of a written explanation, photos, and if appropriate, maquette, floor plans, and/or video. Mid-term projects may be collaborative (this is in fact encouraged!), but then must show an amount of work done which is multiplied by the number of students involved in the project.

Final Project 
An interactive and/or kinetic and/or generative installation, performance, tool, or art object. Your project will be evaluated based on your artist statement, on technical abilities, conceptual frames, creativity, and both interactive and visual aesthetics. You will be required to document your work on a public web site. Documentation should be in the form of a written explanation, photos, and if appropriate, maquette, floor plans, and/or video. Final projects may be collaborative (this is in fact encouraged!), but then must show an amount of work done which is multiplied by the number of students involved in the project.

Evaluation + Grading 
Classes will consist of lectures, demos, critique, in-class assignments, and hands-on work time with technical help. You are expected to participate in every aspect of the class – asking and answering questions, discussing topics and works at hand, etc, as part of your participation grade, and do the at-home readings and demonstrate your knowledge (also graded). Ongoing presentations, too, are graded, to show continuous technical and conceptually development while working on your projects, as are your documentation efforts. 

318 is graded, mostly week by week, as follows:

In-class assignments

simple circuit, week 2
1%
digital in and out, week 3
1%
blinking and millis, week 3
1%
variables and loops, week 4
1%
analog in and out, week 5
1%
Relay with digital, week 5
1%
Transistor with PWM, week 5
1%
Serial communication, week 8
1%


Presentations, writing, and documentation

Paper animation, week 2
2%
sketches for project 1, week 3
1%
Emulation Artist presentation, week 5
1%
sketches for project 2, week 6
1%
Emulation artist and Sketches for Mid-term, week 9
2%
Reading and response, week 10
1%
Mid-term Artist Statement Draft, week 10
1%
First three projects documentation, week 12
3%
Final Project sketches, week 13
1%
Final Project draft statement, week 14
1%
Final Project Documentation, week 16
3%


Projects

"Switching”  - week 4
10%
"Analogies” - week 8
10%
Midterm Project, week 11
15%
Final Project, week 15
20%


Participation

Ongoing readiness through readings @home
5%
In-class Participation 
15%

What is copyright? 
Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of the United States (title 17, U.S. Code) to the authors of “original works of authorship,” including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works. This protection is available to both published and unpublished works. Section 106 of the 1976 Copyright Act generally gives the owner of copyright the exclusive right to do and to authorize others to use their materials. You must get permission to use copyrighted original works of authorship if you plan to make your project available to the public in any way. For more on gaining permission see: http://www4.uwm.edu/ltc/copyright/getting-permission.cfm 

Lab Fee Opt-out
Federal law requires that all students have the option to get up to a full refund on lab fees if they wish to procure their own materials and supplies. For this class, we buy bulk paper, ink, wire, resistors, motors, LEDs, solder, and much more. It is difficult to break these down into individual components. If you wish to opt out, therefore, it will be done for everything, and you will be opting out of access to all materials offered in our lab. You will be required to bring in your own supplies for each project and workshop, and you will not be granted extensions for any missing or late projects because of material needs. This is only recommended for students who have their own electronics lab, or have taken a class like this before, and even then, the inconvenience should be seriously considered. If a Student wishes to opt-out of the College acquiring their program materials, the Student may contact me on or before 9/15/2017; if no contact is made by that time, the Student will be deemed to have opted-in. Students opting out of this process will be reimbursed for the cost of program materials and will be personally responsible to acquire these materials. Note that materials may cost significantly more when not obtained through the College.
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Ideas Challenge Courses build on a growing effort at UWM to make the entrepreneurial experience broadly available to UWM students.  Ideas Challenge Courses – offered in a variety of UWM schools and colleges – are anchored in the curriculum of the hosting school or college, but share common attributes that enhance entrepreneurial thinking.  

These courses are:

Experiential – in keeping with engaged learning models, IC course are project-based and experiential, offering students the opportunity to apply their learning to real-world projects.
	Flipped – delivering content outside the classroom with technology and reserving precious class time for student interaction where they share their results (from the front of the class) with their colleagues and instructors.
	Linked – connecting together IC courses and instructors helps enrich the student experience – bringing in elements of science, business, engineering and arts thinking and offering students the opportunity to connect with students in other disciplines.
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This syllabus and schedule is under an Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) license. You are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially.
This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 

